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  1. Which kingdom the does pumpkin belong to?

Bacteria

Plantae

Fungi

2. What is the scientific name of pumpkin?

Cucurbita maxima

Carya illinoinensis

Helianthus annuus

3. What is the appearance of a pumpkin?

An orange round-shaped fruit

A light-green oval fruit

A red long-shaped fruit

4. Which fruit is also often called a pumpkin?

A winter squash

A watermelon

A zucchini

5. Where is pumpkin native to?

Africa

Asia
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North America

6. What is the one of the traditional Thanksgiving dished in the USA?

A pumpkin soup

A cocktail with a pumpkin juice

A pumpkin pie

7. Which important vitamin can pumpkin bring to a human body?

Vitamin C

Vitamin A

Vitamin E

8. When is the season of pumpkin harvesting?

Autumn

Winter

Spring

9. Which holiday is pumpkin mostly associated with?

Christmas

Halloween

Eater

10. How heavy can "Giant pumpkins" be?

About 100 kg

About 70 kg

About 1000 kg
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Pumpkin Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. Which kingdom the does pumpkin belong to?
  Plantae
  2. What is the scientific name of pumpkin?
  Cucurbita maxima
  3. What is the appearance of a pumpkin?
  An orange round-shaped fruit
  4. Which fruit is also often called a pumpkin?
  A winter squash
  5. Where is pumpkin native to?
  North America
  6. What is the one of the traditional Thanksgiving dished in the USA?
  A pumpkin pie
  7. Which important vitamin can pumpkin bring to a human body?
  Vitamin A
  8. When is the season of pumpkin harvesting?
  Autumn
  9. Which holiday is pumpkin mostly associated with?
  Halloween
  10. How heavy can "Giant pumpkins" be?
  About 1000 kg
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